WELL SUMMARY SHEET

Permit No. 15
Year drilled 1955
Elevation

Operator Uranium Oil & Gas Company
Total depth 4368 feet

Well No. Ziedrich No. 1
County Douglas

Location 1570 feet S. and 237.5 feet W. from the N1 corner, SE1 NW1 sec. 16,
T. 29 S., R. 6 W.

Geological markers Probably drilled entirely in Umqua sediments - From
Peterson's thesis map.

Surveys run

Formation tests run DST (1640-62 ft) gas surfaced in 5 minutes; estimated 8-10 MCF

Casing record 11-3/4" casing cemented at 195 feet.

Gas analyses

Remarks General Petroleum geologists reported good oil fluorescence (3460-70 ft), 3527.

(Over)